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Objective: MYRIA EDITIONS presents its new release: Take care of yourself Frog

🌐Website – Myria Editions: myria-editions.com
🐸 Trailer - Children's Book – Watch Out Little Frog: YouTube
🥕 Trailer - Children's Book - The Treasures of Carrot: YouTube
📻 Interview - France Bleu - Myria Edition: YouTube
🐓Winner of FRENCH TECH TREMPLIN 2023 (Minister for Digital Transition Jean-Noël
BARROT): LinkedIn
🦉 LAUNCH MAY 2023: Pre-orders on Ulule (1st Public Prize on Ulule, 400 pre-ordered
works): Ulule
🌳 1st Prize LA START UP SE MET AU VERT 2023 (CSR initiatives: ecological and human
efforts to support bookstores and creators): LinkedIn

Take care of yourself Frog

https://www.myria-editions.com/
https://youtu.be/AOjJvblcP6c
https://youtu.be/Pziyc6HucDI
https://youtu.be/VumK5qiK3IQ
https://bit.ly/linkedin-french-tech-myria
https://fr.ulule.com/precommandes-myria-editions/
https://linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7074621191612719104/


Discover a Fantastic World! (For ages 4 and up)

Created by Alexandre BLAIN and published by Myria Édition, this children's album invites
children to respect their environment and nature.



An immersive work: AUDIOBOOK INCLUDED!
From the start of the book, you will have the opportunity to obtain the audiobook of the book

free of charge, dubbed into French by Nathalie HOMS and Martial LE MINOUX.

Immerse yourself in the world of Grenouillette accompanied by a sound world that will allow
you to follow the story through the pages at the same time as the narrator tells us the story.

What are Take care of yourself Frog?
PAY ATTENTION TO YOURSELF Frog by MYRIA EDITIONS is a beautiful story for children

featuring little Frog!

Like every morning, Grenouillette goes out to have fun with his friends, much to the chagrin
of Papa Grenouille who can't help but worry. An adventure story accessible to everyone!

When Grenouillette goes out to have fun with her friends, she falls into a glass bottle
abandoned in the river and finds herself locked in! While the little frog calls for his dad so

that he can come to his rescue, the current carries the bottle and takes Grenouillette across
the waves. Papa Frog dives into the body of water and despite himself encounters large

humans.

About the Publishing House

Specializing in transmedia and the publishing of imaginary works: manga, comics, children's
books, novels, MYRIA EDITIONS is committed to supporting creators and the planet to

promote more equitable and respectful publishing. You can find all our works on
myria-editions.com!
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